Abstract-A fast fault simulation approach based on ordinary logic emulation is proposed. The circuit configured into our system that emulates the faulty circuit's behavior is synthesized from the good circuit and the given fault list in a novel way. Fault injection is made easy by shifting the content of a fault injection scan chain or by selecting the output of a parallel fault injection selector, with which we get rid of the time-consuming bit-stream regeneration process. Experimental results for ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits show that our serial fault emulator is about 20 times faster than HOPE. The speedup grows with the circuit size by our analysis. Two hybrid fault emulation approaches are also proposed. The first reduces the number of faults actually emulated by screening off faults not activated or with short propagation distances before emulation, and by collapsing nonstem faults into their equivalent stem faults. The second reduces the hardware requirement of the fault emulator by incorporating an ordinary fault simulator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

F
AULT simulation has been heavily used in test pattern generation, fault coverage evaluation, fault dictionary construction, post-test diagnosis, faulty circuit analysis, etc. [1] . In fault simulation, each test pattern is applied to the good circuit as well as every faulty circuit. If the output of any faulty circuit differs from that of the good one, the corresponding fault is said to be detected. Fault simulation is very time consuming since we are simulating many faulty copies of the circuit as well as the original one. Complete fault simulation for large circuits usually requires an unacceptably long period of time, even though many efficient simulation techniques have been reported recently (see, e.g., [2] - [16] ). These techniques can generally be classified as follows: 1) parallel pattern single fault propagation (PPSFP), e.g., PARIS [2] , PSF [3] , and ZAMBEZI [13] , which parallelize sequential test vectors by grouping them into packets and applying multiple runs for each packet; 2) single pattern parallel fault propagation (SPPFP), e.g., PROOFS [4] , [6] and HOPE [7] - [9] , which simulate several faults simultaneously by grouping them into a packet; and 3) distributed fault simulation by fault-set or test-set Manuscript received January 12, 1998 ; revised March 22, 1998 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, R.O.C., under Contract NSC87-2215-E007-018. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor T. Cheng.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0278-0070(98) 05827-8. partition, executed on multiple computer systems [10] - [12] , [14] - [16] . Logic design verification can be carried out by a hardware logic emulator or accelerator [17] - [22] rather than a conventional simulator. Unlike simulation, a hardware emulator performs gate evaluation in parallel, which can provide realtime logic operation and fast design verification, hence greatly reduce the design turnaround time. As shown in Fig. 1 , a current popular hardware emulator consists of several emulation boards, while each board is composed of numerous RAM-based field programmable gate arrays (FPGA's), possibly connected by field programmable interconnect chips (FPIC's). An FPGA can contain thousands of configurable logic blocks (CLB's), which are connected by programmable interconnects, e.g., an XC4062 FPGA by Xilinx contains 2304 CLB's [23] . The lookup tables (LUT's) and flip-flops (FF's) in a CLB are used to model the module functions of the given circuit. Programming the logic emulator to emulate the target hardware requires circuit compilation and FPGA configuration. The compilation involves circuit partitioning, placement, and routing for FPGA's, and generation of the bit stream representing the design. The configuration is the download of the bit stream to the FPGA's. When the circuit netlist is modified, it is necessary to reprogram (i.e., recompile and reconfigure) the FPGA's.
A hardware emulator or accelerator also can be used to boost the speed of fault simulation [21] , [22] , [24] - [26] . Both good-value simulation and fault simulation are performed on the emulator. The difficulty in fault emulation is mainly in fault injection. In our previous approach [21] , [22] , a programmable two-dimensional (2-D) cellular automata (CA) was developed as a dedicated logic simulation and fault simulation accelerator. Although the system was highly parallel and very fast, fault injection was done by reprogramming, and was the performance bottleneck. In the approach used by the University of California, Santa Barbara and Quickturn [24] , fault injection was carried out by modifying the behavior of the CLB's to model the faulty function; hence, injecting each fault requires reconfiguring the FPGA. Since they had to reconfigure an entire FPGA even if only one CLB function needs to be changed, the fault injection also was the performance bottleneck of their approach. They then used the independent fault identification [27] and dynamic fault injection techniques to reduce the number of FPGA reconfigurations. Although some new RAM-based FPGA architectures allow reconfiguring only part of the chip, real implementation requires high overhead, and the speedup is very limited. For example, in the recent Meta Systems approach [25] , fault injection was done as in [24] , but they used a different FPGA architecture so that they were able to modify only a small portion of the FPGA bit stream without the need for entire reconfiguration; hence, the fault injection time was reduced. In their report, an average of 0.8 ms is required to inject a fault, which is still significant in many cases. It can be omitted only when the average number of patterns for each fault is over 10 K. They also implemented a comparator on the emulator to concurrently compare the prestored fault-free output with the emulated output. Their experimental results showed 8-20 times speedup as compared with HOPE. However, reconfiguration time is still visible even for as many as 50K patterns.
In this paper, we present a new fault injection method without FPGA reconfiguration, thus greatly increasing the fault emulation performance. In order to inject faults, we convert the original circuit into a fault-injectable circuit, and map the fault-injectable circuit onto the emulator. Injecting faults is made easy by enabling the corresponding fault injection elements in the fault-injectable circuit. Efficient methods to control the fault injection elements are then proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed serial fault emulator is about 20 times faster than HOPE on average for the ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits. The speedup grows with the circuit size according to our analysis. Two hybrid fault emulation approaches are also presented. The first approach eliminates the overhead associated with undetected faults, i.e., faults not activated or with short propagation distances are screened off before fault emulation. Also, nonstem faults are collapsed into their equivalent stem faults, reducing the number of faults actually emulated. The second approach reduces the hardware requirement of the configured circuit in the fault emulator by simulating the small proportion of multiple-event faults using an ordinary fault simulator. Experimental results for the hybrid approaches show that they perform much better than the serial fault emulator when the percentage of multiple-event faults is low.
II. FAULT INJECTION
A. CLB Reconfiguration
The CLB's in an FPGA model the module functions of the given circuit. Thus, fault injection can be made by changing the content of a CLB [24] , [25] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the CLB implements the function when no fault is injected. When the fault (for stuck at 1) is injected, the function of the CLB changes to Likewise, if now is injected, the function changes to In some cases, we may have to modify more than one CLB when injecting a fault. This is because the module function may be replicated when doing technology mapping to reduce the overall routing cost of the FPGA. Changing the behavior of a CLB requires reprogramming the FPGA. When partial reconfiguration is not possible, fault injection requires reconfiguring the entire FPGA, and hence is very time consuming [24] . If partial reconfiguration is available, then the fault injection time can be reduced, i.e., reconfiguration affects only a few CLB's [25] . However, fault injection may still be too slow as compared with the pattern application rate, and can be the bottleneck. In [24] , a dynamic fault injection approach to reduce the number of FPGA reconfigurations is proposed. Each CLB implements both the fault-free and faulty functions, selected by a fault activation signal, i.e., one fault can be injected into one CLB without reconfiguration. The fault activation signals are controlled by a circular shift register to inject faults to CLB's one by one. Reconfiguration thus is not required for the current group of faults stored in the CLB's, but is still needed when the next group of dynamic faults is to be loaded.
B. Fault Injection Scan Chain
In our approach, a fault-injectable circuit is synthesized from the given circuit netlist and the fault list. Fault injection using the fault-injectable circuit is done by three types of builtin fault injection element (FIE) as shown in Fig. 3 , where FIE0 (FIE1) performs the fault-free function or models the stuckat-0 (stuck-at-1) fault when the test-mode input is 0 or 1, respectively, and FIE10 combines both FIE0 and FIE1, i.e., it can model stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 faults. The FIE's are placed at the fault sites. The control of the FIE's is made easy by adding a fault injection scan chain into the fault-injectable circuit. The test-mode inputs of the FIE's are then connected to the outputs of the FF's in the scan chain. The circuit is fault free when the values of the FF's are all zero. We then initialize the content of the scan chain to 100 0, and faults can be injected into the circuit one by one by shifting the data in the scan chain. For example, referring to Fig. 4(a) , suppose the faults to simulate are and We add FIE10 to node FIE1 to node and FIE0 to node respectively. We then connect all of these FIE's to the fault injection scan chain, and the resulting fault-injectable circuit is as shown in Fig. 4(b) . When the content of the FF in the scan chain is 0000, the circuit is fault free. If the content is 1000 instead, then the circuit has the fault Likewise, 0100 represents 0010 represents and 0001 represents We also want to reduce the routing cost of connecting the FIE's into a fault injection scan chain. We can connect the FIE's in the order of their levels in the circuit and their positions in the level. Another way is to take advantage of independent faults [27] . The average size of an independent fault group in the ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits is about 1.38 [24] , [27] , so we can reduce the number of FIE's to 1/1.38 of its original size on average with this method.
As opposed to [24] , where a fault is injected by modifying the content of the CLB's, we perform fault injection directly on the original circuit; thus, all faults to be simulated can be stored in the fault-injectable circuit before the FPGA bit stream is generated, i.e., bit-stream regeneration is not necessary. Also, in [24] , only one fault can be injected into one CLB at a time, while in our approach at least two faults can be injected into one CLB according to the experimental results. However, the comparison of efficiency between these two methods is difficult since the CLB's used are different-our CLB can implement two arbitrary 4-to-1 functions, while theirs can implement one arbitrary 5-to-1 function. Moreover, we are unable to compare the hardware overhead per fault between these two methods since there are no data about the number of faults stored in the emulator per reconfiguration as reported in [24] . It is reasonable to assume that the hardware efficiency of the two methods is close since both use a scan chain to inject faults.
C. Parallel Fault Injection Selector
The underlying logic emulator uses XC4000-series FPGA's. Therefore, in the fault-injectable circuit with the fault injection scan chain, the number of CLB's required is approximately half the number of faults emulated [26] . This is because one FF is required for injecting one fault, and one CLB in the XC4000-series FPGA can implement only two FF's [23] . The fault injection scan chain thus consumes the most CLB's. The scan chain controls the FIE's independently. However, only one FIE can be activated (i.e., the test-mode input be set to 1) during each fault injection step (since a single stuck-at fault is assumed) so the control scheme can be simplified. A simpler way to control the FIE's is to use a parallel fault injection selector, which consists of a decoder and an optional counter. The input of the decoder is the binary representation of the location of every fault in the fault list, e.g., the first fault is represented as 0 01, the second fault 0 010, the third fault 0 011, etc. The output of the decoder activates only the corresponding FIE for the input fault. Note that when the input of the decoder is the all-zero vector, the circuit is fault free, and the decoder disables all FIE's. The decoder size is where is the number of faults to be emulated. Table I shows an example in which three faults are to be emulated in the fault-injectable circuit.
No FF is required in the parallel fault injection selector. However, the extra pins needed for the parallel fault injection selector are which slightly increases with the number of faults. If the faults are arranged in a fixed order, then we can use a counter to control the decoder and enable the fault injection elements one by one. The only extra pin required in this structure is the Scan_Clock of the counter. For example, consider the previous example circuit as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The corresponding fault injectable circuit using the parallel fault injection selector is depicted in Fig. 5 . Using the parallel fault injection selector, the number of FF's required in the fault-injectable circuit is reduced from to The number of CLB's, however, is not reduced by the same amount-only about 25% according to our experimental results (to be shown in Table II ). The reason is that the decoder of the parallel fault injection selector consists of many largefan-out gates, and a CLB can only implement two-output functions. Moreover, the bit-stream generation time becomes longer, and the memory required for FPGA optimization also increases. When the number of FIE's is high, bit-stream generation may not be possible due to memory limitation. To solve the memory problem, we propose a distributed parallel fault injection selector architecture as shown in Fig. 6 . Instead of using a single parallel fault injection selector, we use several smaller parallel fault injection selector modules to control the FIE's. Suppose the decoder size of the parallel fault injection selector module is -toi.e., test-mode inputs can be controlled by a selector module. Then, selector modules are required in the fault injectable circuit, and FF's are needed for implementing the counters. Also, a 1-todemultiplexer is used to pass the Scan Clock to the selector module which contains the FIE to be activated. The demultiplexer is controlled by a -bit counter, which can reduce the pin overhead of the fault-injectable circuit. The disadvantage of the distributed scheme is that its hardware overhead is higher than the original parallel fault injection selector scheme. We will show, in our experimental results, that the smaller the decoder size, the higher the hardware overhead.
III. SERIAL FAULT EMULATION
To determine whether a fault can be detected by the test patterns, the test patterns are run on the good circuit as well as all faulty circuits. If the output of any faulty circuit differs from the good one, the corresponding fault is said to be detected. Thus, in this serial fault emulation scheme, the emulator has to model the faulty circuit for each intended fault. We have developed a preprocessing tool for synthesizing the fault-injectable circuit from the given circuit netlist and fault list. The preprocessing flow diagram is shown in Fig. 7 The fault list is arranged such that fault injection time (i.e., the shifting time of the fault injection scan chain or the countup time of the parallel fault injection selector) is minimized. When a fault is detected, it is dropped immediately, and the next fault is injected. The number of extra pins required in the fault-injectable circuit is constant regardless of the number of faults. As depicted in Fig. 8 , we only need three extra pins to do fault injection. Scan Reset is used to reset the FF's controlling the FIE's, i.e., to map the fault-free circuit to the emulator. For the fault injection scan chain [see Fig. 8(a) ], Scan In and Scan Clock are used to shift data in the chain to inject the faults, while Scan Out is optional, which can be used if we want to monitor the internal circuit. For the parallel fault injection selector [see Fig. 8(b) ], Select Clock is used to activate the injection modules, and then Scan Clock is used to select the FIE of the active module.
The performance estimation of the serial fault emulation is as follows. Let be the number of test patterns, the gate count, the fault count, and the single-gate evaluation time of the simulator, then the serial fault simulation time is
The simulation time for HOPE and PROOFS is assumed to be reduced by a constant factor since they simulate several faults simultaneously by grouping them into a packet. Let be the single-gate evaluation time of the emulator and the circuit depth, i.e., the number of gates (or CLB's) in the critical path of the configured circuit, then the serial fault emulation time is (2) Fig. 9 . Circuit under emulation-all internal values of the good circuit are known.
In [24] and [25] , where reconfiguration is required for every fault (or fault group) injection, the fault emulation time thus becomes (3) where is the average number of faults stored in the emulator per reconfiguration, and is the reconfiguration time. The first term in (3) usually degrades the overall performance since can be as high as several milliseconds [24] , [25] . Our approach needs no reconfiguration. The speedup of our serial fault emulator over the serial fault simulator is (4) For example, consider a circuit with K, and the clock cycle of the configured circuit is s, i.e., s. If ns, then the speedup becomes Higher speedup can be expected for large circuits since grows with the gate count. Circuits of the same size may not have the same speedup since they may have a different percentage of faults that are not detected by the applied test patterns. The faults that are not detected by the applied test patterns consume a large proportion of the emulation time since we need to apply all test patterns before we know that they are not detected. However, in fault simulation, faults not detected by the applied test patterns can be identified with relatively less effort, so they will not go through the real simulation process. We will explore speedup techniques to tackle this problem in the next section.
IV. HYBRID FAULT EMULATION
A. Integration with Logic Simulator
To improve the speedup of the fault emulator, we use a logic simulator to perform the fault-free simulation, which needs to be done only once for each pattern. When the good values of all gate outputs in the circuit are known, heuristics [4] , [7] , [8] can be used to further reduce the number of faults needed to be emulated. If we perform good-value emulation, we obtain only the primary-output (PO) values since internal values cannot be obtained without a high cost. For fault emulation, PO values are not enough because we need to know as early as possible if a fault effect cannot be propagated to the PO to avoid unnecessary work. For example, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 9 . Assume that the only good value we can obtain is that of the PO Now, assume that the fault is being simulated with the pattern 0011. As we can see from the figure, the fault is not activated, but the emulator does not know this, and will proceed until the PO value of the faulty circuit is produced. If we perform the fault-free simulation first, then good values for and will be known in advance, and we will be able to stop immediately as soon as we find that is not activated by this test pattern. Now, if is being simulated, it will be activated but not propagated through since the off-path value of is a controlling value, so we can stop the process right there, too. Therefore, the number of faults to be emulated can be reduced by obtaining the internal values from a fault-free logic simulator.
Faults in the sequential circuits can be classified into two types, i.e., single-event fault and multiple-event fault. If a fault has not been detected but its fault effect was propagated to the FF's in the previous time frame, and therefore in the present time frame the fault effect originates from the faulty FF's as well as the fault site, then it is a multiple-event fault; otherwise, it is a single-event fault. For example, consider the circuit shown in Fig. 10 . Assume that the test pattern is 001 and the content of the FF is 1. When the fault is present, it is not detected by the PO but the input value of the FF will be faulty, i.e., the fault effect of will be propagated to the next time frame. Therefore, is marked as a multiple-event fault in the next time frame. Note that a single-event fault in the present time frame may become a multiple-event fault in the next time frame, and vice versa.
For a single-event fault, the internal values for the present pattern obtained from logic simulation can be used to check whether its fault effect can be propagated to its gate output or several levels further by this pattern [4] , [7] , [8] . If the singleevent fault is declared unpropagatable, then further emulation is unnecessary. A more efficient method is the use of critical path tracing [5] , [28] on every fan-out-free region (FFR) of the circuit. Critical path tracing screens off the singleevent faults with short propagation paths and collapses them simultaneously. We map the single-event faults which can be propagated out of the corresponding FFR to the equivalent stem fault, and only emulate the stem faults. Thus, we have to add an FIE10 to every stem to model the stem fault, which can be the stuck-at-1 or stuck-at-0 fault depending on the collapsed single-event faults. The fault-injectable circuit in hybrid fault emulation is as shown in Fig. 11 . Note that multiple-event faults cannot be collapsed to stem faults by logic simulation because the current fault effect may originates from the fault site as well as the FF's. The proposed hybrid fault emulation procedure is shown as follows: As depicted in the procedure, we collapse single-event faults to stem faults for each test pattern, so the internal node values need not be stored for the next pattern. We emulate the selected stem faults one by one for each pattern. If the fault effect is propagated to FF's (i.e., become multiple-event faults), we immediately apply the remaining patterns in the test sequence for each fault in the group until it is detected or turned into a single-event fault again. After emulating all multiple-event faults in the group, we continue to the next single-event fault. For example, suppose a single-event fault becomes a multiple-event fault after we have entered the test pattern We will then apply in series until it is detected or turned into a single-event fault again. If becomes a single-event fault after we have entered then is marked and it will not be simulated (collapsed) in the single-event fault loop until
Note that every single-event fault is tagged with a pattern number. Only those single-event faults having the same pattern number as the present pattern can be collapsed to stem faults.
In hybrid fault emulation, the faults to be injected are determined during emulation; hence, we cannot know the fault activation order in advance. We use a parallel fault injection selector without counter to inject faults in constant time. This, however, slightly increases the pin count. Also, the FF's shown in Fig. 11 are modified as in Fig. 12 . In the figure, 's and 's are used to store the FF contents of the single-event faults, while 's, 's, and 's are used to store the FF contents of the multiple-event faults. When we emulate singleevent faults, we set to 0, and 's and 's store the fault-free FF contents of the present time-frame and that of the previous time frame, respectively. After each fault-free emulation, we store the FF values into 's by applying one clock pulse to , and at the same time, the FF contents of the previous time frame (originally in the 's) are updated into 's. If the fault effect is propagated to FF's in the current cycle, FF Faulty will be set to 1. In that case, we apply one clock pulse to to update the faulty FF values into 's, which store the faulty FF values of the current multipleevent fault group. Then, we apply one clock cycle to , so 's and 's store the present faulty and fault-free FF values, respectively.
is subsequently set to 1. For each multiple-event fault, we perform logic and fault emulation for each pattern. After logic emulation, we apply one clock pulse to , so the present fault-free FF contents are updated to 's and the previous faulty FF contents ( multiple-event fault is turned back into a single-event fault. Before moving to the next multiple-event fault, we need to restore the faulty and fault-free FF values of the current group to 's and 's, respectively. This is done by first letting and applying one clock cycle to . Then we let and emulate the next multiple-event fault. After emulating all multiple-event faults of the current group, let and continue to the next single-event fault. During the process, we need to check whether the fault effect is propagated to FF's for every selected stem fault and every multiple-event fault. The checking time is proportional to the depth of the OR tree as shown in Fig. 12 , where and is the number of FF's. Note that is normally small as compared with the depths for large circuits. For example, for s38471, , while so
The gap between and rapidly increases with the circuit size. The checking time for FF's therefore can be omitted in hybrid emulation.
For combinational circuits, since there is no multiple-event fault, only the FIE's for the stems are required. The corresponding fault-injectable circuit is shown in Fig. 13 , where the FIE's inside the FFR's are removed. Suppose that the average number of gates in an FFR is then the number of FIE's is reduced to of that in the serial fault emulator. We now analyze the performance of the hybrid fault emulator. Let the number of faults emulated be Since the emulated faults include multiple-event faults and collapsed stem faults (single-event faults), and we perform logic and fault emulation for each multiple-event fault, we have (5) where is the percentage of the multiple-event faults, and is the ratio of the number of single-event faults to the number of collapsed stem faults emulated. The hybrid fault emulation time thus is (6) where the first, second, and third terms are the logic simulation time, fault collapsing (i.e., critical path-tracing analysis) time, and fault emulation time, respectively. Therefore, (7) where For example, suppose the emulation speed is 1 MHz, i.e., and ns; then Also, is about 6 (to be shown in Table VII ), so the speedup of the hybrid fault emulation is about Since increases with the circuit size, can be neglected for large circuits, so the speedup of hybrid fault emulation becomes
B. Integration with Fault Simulator
We found that almost all FIE's, except those attached to stems, are used only when we emulate multiple-event faults. Since only a small portion of faults are multiple-event faults, we can simulate them on a fault simulator instead of the emulator to reduce the hardware overhead, i.e., the number of FIE's is reduced to of that in the serial fault emulator. The resulting fault-injectable circuit is similar to that for combinational circuits as shown in Fig. 13 . The only difference is that we still need to check the FF contents for the fault effect. The modified FF's shown in Fig. 12 can be used for this purpose, but only 's, 's, and the checking circuit (i.e., the XOR and OR gates) are required since we only emulate single-event faults.
Since multiple-event faults are simulated while the collapsed single-event faults are emulated, the total time required for the hybrid fault emulation with a fault simulator is - (8) which includes the logic simulation time, fault collapsing time, fault simulation time, and fault emulation time, respectively. Note that for large circuits, the fault simulation time will dominate, and the benefit gained from fault emulation can disappear. Whether we should use the fault simulator depends on the difference between the simulator speed and emulator speed, as well as the emulator capacity. However, this scheme is much faster then the conventional fault simulator if is small since the speedup is
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have constructed a small experimental fault emulator as shown in Fig. 14 , in which the emulator board (FPGA board) contains six Xilinx XC4000-series FPGA chips. A PC with an i8255 I/O card is used to send test patterns and fault injection data to the emulator and receive the responses from the emulator. The data transmission rate between the PC and emulator is 100K patterns/s using this low-cost interface card. However, since the emulator can perform logic emulation at several million patterns per second and a high-speed interface can be used for real applications, we assume a very conservative 1M patterns/s application rate in our performance evaluation.
ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits have been used to evaluate our serial fault emulator. Table II lists the number of CLB's required for the benchmark circuits, the corresponding faultinjectable circuits using a fault injection scan chain, and those using a parallel fault injection selector. The symbol represents the ratio of the CLB count used in the faultinjectable circuit to that in the original circuit. As shown in the table, the number of CLB's used in the fault-injectable circuit using a fault injection scan chain is approximately half the number of faults emulated. This is because one FF is required for one fault and one CLB can implement two FF's [23] ; hence, the fault injection chain in the fault-injectable circuit occupies the most CLB's. The use of the parallel fault injection selector is more cost effective, and the CLB count is reduced by about 25% as shown in the table. Also, the size of the parallel fault injection selector used is 7-to-127. A lower can be expected for a larger selector. Table III lists the hardware overhead of the distributed parallel fault injection selector with respect to the module size. From the table, the larger the module size, the lower the hardware overhead. Also, as shown in Fig. 15 , the number of FF's required decreases rapidly with the increase of the module size, but the CLB overhead decreases much more slowly. This is because the hardware overhead in the parallel fault injection selector is dominated by high-fan-out gates in the decoder, while that in the fault injection scan chain is dominated by the number of FF's. The computer memory required to compile the FPGA bit stream also increases with the module size. In our experiment, when the module size is increased to 8-to-255, the compilation of the FPGA bit stream is aborted due to insufficient memory. The number of CLB's needed does not always reflect the hardware cost, which is the number of FPGA's required, because the number of gates which can be put into an emulator may depend on the number of pins rather than CLB's needed. The number of extra pins needed in the fault-injectable circuit is constant, so we are using the FPGA's more efficiently in the fault-injectable circuit than in the original circuit, and the actual hardware overhead is less than normally. Also, the hardware overhead is less an issue in fault emulation since the emulator is reusable.
The two largest ISCAS-89 circuits (i.e., s13207 and s38417) cannot be configured due to the capacity limit of our small experimental serial fault emulator, but we have estimated the emulation time. Our estimation model, as shown in the previous section, has been justified by the circuits actually emulated, and is shown to be accurate. The emulation time covers all steps in the serial fault emulation, including the bit-stream configuration (download) time, pattern application time, communication time, and output comparison time. The bit-stream compilation time is not counted since the compilation is done only once for each circuit, regardless of the test set and fault set. We compare our serial fault emulator with HOPE [7] , [8] . When running HOPE on a Pentium-100 PC, we reset the FF's to zero, which is the same condition as our serial fault emulator. This is because, presently, our fault emulator implements two-valued logic, and thus cannot handle potentially detected faults, which are unknown values at the primary outputs (PO's)-they may or may not be detected, depending on the initial values of the FF's. For sequential circuits, the percentage of potentially detected faults is usually very low [24] . Also, our fault emulator can easily be modified to implement three-valued logic to emulate potentially detected faults by applying the dual-railed logic proposed in [24] . Table IV lists the results using 100K random patterns, and the average speedup is 22.876. Although the speedup for circuits of about the same size varies, the speedup increases with the gate count in general. Table V lists the estimated results for the two largest circuits s13207 and s38417, which reveal that higher speedup can be obtained for larger circuits. TABLE IV  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON USING 100K RANDOM TEST PATTERNS   TABLE V  ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE FOR LARGE CIRCUITS   TABLE VI  HARDWARE OVERHEAD FOR HYBRID  FAULT EMULATOR which is 1/3.782 of that for the serial fault emulator, i.e., is not reduced accordingly. This is because the routing cost is not reduced in proportion to the decrease of the number of FIE's. Nevertheless, the hardware overhead reduced is still significant. Table VII lists the percentage of multiple-event faults the ratio of the number of single-event faults to the number 6.27, and the expected speedup for hybrid fault emulation over the serial fault emulation is 6.27 as discussed in Section IV-A.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that a hardware emulator can be used to boost the speed of fault simulation. We convert the original circuit into a fault-injectable circuit. Injecting faults is made easy by enabling the corresponding fault injection elements (FIE's) in the circuit. As opposed to previous methods [24] , [25] , we perform fault injection directly on the original circuit instead of the corresponding CLB, so all faults to be simulated can be stored in the fault-injectable circuit before the FPGA bit stream is generated, i.e., bitstream regeneration is not necessary, and the emulation time is greatly reduced. Moreover, our approach is independent of the underlying emulator architecture. The FIE's can be controlled by either the fault injection scan chain or the parallel fault injection selector. The parallel fault injection selector is more cost effective than the fault injection scan chain-the former's hardware overhead is about 25% lower than the latter. The hardware overhead factor is about constant with respect to the circuit size because the extra circuitry required for the fault-injectable circuit is proportional to the number of faults emulated. Current commercial hardware emulators can handle designs up to about three million gates, so our fault emulator can handle circuit modules up to about 300K gates, assuming
Beyond that, partition is required and reconfiguration time is increased. We can partition faults into sets for fault injection so that the hardware overhead factor is reduced to and the emulation capacity is increased to 300 K gates.
Note that should be small to prevent the reconfiguration time from becoming the bottleneck. Experimental results show that our serial fault emulator is about 20 times faster than HOPE, and that higher speedup can be obtained for larger circuits.
We also proposed two hybrid fault emulation approaches: the first is faster, and the second has a lower hardware requirement as compared with serial fault emulation. In fault emulation, apart from the PO values, we also want to know as early as possible if the fault effect cannot be propagated to a PO. In that case, early screening of the faults that are not detected by the applied patterns can be done, and time can be saved. To eliminate the overhead from such faults and to reduce the number of faults to be emulated, we have used a logic simulator in our first hybrid fault emulation approach. We have shown that the performance overhead of the logic simulator is negligible for large circuits, and that the hybrid fault emulation is about six times faster than the serial fault emulation according to the time-complexity analysis and experimental results. As compared with the serial fault emulator, the hardware requirement and pin count slightly increase due to the modified FF's and parallel fault injection selector. In the second hybrid emulation approach, we have shown that if we simulate the normally small proportion of multiple-event faults using a fault simulator, we can greatly reduce the hardware requirement. However, this scheme is slower than serial emulation since the simulation time for multiple-event faults dominates when the circuit is large. Of course, this scheme is still much faster than conventional fault simulators since only multiple-event faults are simulated. Constructing experimental hybrid fault emulators is our future work.
Recently, some products have been developed, such as the Xilinx XC6200 chips, which can be partially reconfigured. However, fault injection by FPGA reconfiguration-even partial reconfiguration-is still not feasible since it is much slower than the pattern application rate. Using fault-injectable circuit to inject faults is more suitable for fault emulation. Also, internal values of the emulator usually cannot be obtained without a high cost. Identifying the faults that are not detected by the applied test patterns directly on the emulator will be much more efficient than on the simulator, and seeking efficient ways to do this also remains to be done in the future.
The limitation of our current fault emulator is that we are unable to handle potentially detected faults because it handles only two-valued logic. It can be modified to handle three-valued logic and potentially detected faults by using the dual-railed logic proposed in [24] .
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